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Pa6ora BbrnonHeHa B lla6oparopuu reoperuqecKoil ¢H3HKH O~.H~. 
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Pseudo-Spin Motion in Solid Solutions 
of the Type K<Hl-xDxl2P04 

Within the pseudo-spin model for ferroelectric solid 
sol u t ions o f the type K (JJ 1 _ x D x) 2 PO 4 which includes 
occupation dependent tunneling frequencies ri' dipole mo
ments I' i , and interactions I ij- l'i tij I' i, the dielectric 
susceptibility is obtained by a linearized Bloch equation. 

The single site and the Bethe-Peierls version of 
CPA was used to solve the disorder problem. Using a 
suitable set of ingoing parameters the Curie temperature, 
the spontaneous polarization, the intensity of Raman 
scattering, and the static susceptibility are calculated 

for various deuterium concentrationsx and discussed in 
relation to experiments. 
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1. Introduction 

There are mainly two reasons for the investigation of 
solid solution of the KDP type ferroelectrics. Since the cha
racteristical quantities of these systems are strongly 
concentration dependent, a quite good test for several 
theoretical models and applied approximations c:an be 
made /I I. On the other hand, it is of fundamental interest 
to understand the influence of disorder on the ferro
electric properties analogously to disordered magnetic 
systems / 2-4/. For instance, it is known that the Raman 
spectra for undeuterated KDP have a characteristic peak 
which, however, does not appear in the complete deute
rated case (see ref. ;:,; ). In this connection several 
interesting questions arise concerning the mixed system, 
e.g., how do the intensity and the frequency of the menti
oned peak change with increasing concentration of deu
terium. So far only preliminary experimental results are 
available/ r,/ which indicate that the frequency of the under
damped soft mode below the Curie temperature T, in
creasing deuteration, although its intensity is found 
decreasing. Within the pseudo-spin model (ref. /.">/ ) the 
measured peak in the KDP system can be attributed to 
collective pseudo-spin excitations. The resonant character 
of these modes disappears on deuteration, i.e., only 
local excitations exist which do not contribute to the 
Raman scattering. Therefore, the question arises whether 
or not the transfer from collective to nonresonant local 
modes shows a drastic change in the peak intensity of 
mixed systems at a critical concentration / 7 I similar 
to the percolation concentration /8/ or to that in the case 
of dilute ferromagnets 191. 
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In this paper we give a theoretical explanation, first 
of all, for dynamical properties of deuterated KDP in 
the framework of the pseudo-spin model. The Hamilto
nian has the form 

X 1 Z Z z z H=-2-r.s.- -
2 

2.I..S.S.-2Lr.t.E.(US., 
j 1 1 ij I J 1 J j 1 1 1 

(1) 

where phonons and phonon-pseudo-spin coupling are 
explicitly neglected while we use renormalized tunneling 
frequency and pseudo-spin interactions (see refs./4,10/). 
In mixed systems K<H

1
_x D) 

2 
PO 

4 
the parameters in 

(1) depend on the occupation of the bonds i by protons 
H or deuterons D which have been assumed to be homo
geneously and randomly distributed. The increase of the 
mass by the replacement H .... D causes a rapid decrease 
of the tunneling frequency, i.e., r~»r?"' O(cf_/5,10/). 

I I 

Using the molecular field approximation (MF) 111 / the 
change of r i alone explains the isotopical effect on the 
Curie temperature in deuterated KDP qualitatively. On 
the other hand, also the inetraction between the bonds 
will depend on the type of bonds. Following Holakovsky /12~ 
Kopsky /13/ , and Yaks et al. /l/ we adopt only such· 
interactions which are proportional to the dipole mo
ments, i.e., Iii - Jli tijfl i (tij is a geometrical term). 

The static properties of K<H 1_xD x) 2 PO 4 were in
vestigated by MF and cluster approximations/1, 11-13/. 

Using the virtual crystal approach, Blinc "et al. 114/ have 
discussed the pseudo-spin motion in mixed proton-deu
teron systems including coupled phonon mode. 

Here we describe the pseudo-spin motion with the 
help of a Bloch equation /5/, , i.e., the equation of motion 
is derived within the random phase approximation (RPA), 
where the static properties have been calculated by the 
MF, and have added phenomenological local relaxation 
terms (Sect. 2). We have treated the disorder problem 
on the basis of the coherent potential approximation 
(CPA/ ~n the single site(cf. / 15/)andtheBethe-Peierls 
(cf. / 6 (;], version (Sect 3). In agreement with experimen~l 
hints ' ' it was found (Sect. 3.2) that the pseudo-spm 

4 

:r 

wave peak in the Raman spectrum at T ..-: T c shifts to 
higher energies with increasing the concentration of 
deuterium. The intensity of the peak rapidly decreases 
for small deuterium concentrations, however, no critical 
concentration is found, i.e., the peak only asymptotically 
vanishes as x ~ 1 For the explanation of the rapid decrease 
of the intensity we have to take into account not only the 
elastic disorder scattering. The essential effect is due 
to the inelastic scattering of pseudo-spin waves at deu
teron bonds. 

We have also c.alculated the static susceptibility 
(Sect. 3.3). Within our approximation we could not find 
stable solution in the neighbourhood of Tc . To overcome 
this difficulty one has to include thermal and structural 
fluctuations in a better way (cf. /I} I) or to perform a 
self-consistent RPA calculation (cf. 118'). 

2. CPA for Pseudo-Spin Motion 

The pseudo-spin motion in the system (1) may be des
cribed by the Bloch equation ( cf/5,\ where one considers the 
procession of pseudo-spins around the molecular field 

_, 
II; (t) in RPA. Damping and pseudo-spin motion along 

the molecular field are included by adding phenomeno
logical relaxation terms to the RPA equations of motion. 
The relaxation times T 1 and T 2 characterize the relaxa
tion of spin components parallel and perpendicular to the 
instantaneous molecular field direction. In the sense of 
linear response to an external field E~ (t)= F':e iwt we 

1 I 

suppose 

S · {t) = S · I n S . C j(tJt , ii. ( t) o• 0. + '\ ii. e iult (2) 
1 I 1 t 1 I ' 

where the expectation value of the pseudo-spin S i is 
obtained as 

_, 

:; 1 Hi Hi 
S. ~ --tanh(--), 

1 2 H. 2kT 
1 

i1.~0'.,0,~I..S~). 
1 1 j 1] J 

(3) 
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The linearization of the Bloch equation yields the time 
dependent deviation o P. (t) from the spontaneous pola-

1 
rization Pi 

oP_ (t) = 2N11. oS" (t) = LX~z(u,)E ~ (t ), 
1 1 I j I) J 

(4) 

where the dielectric susceptibility 
ned by the equation 

>! ij <(J)l is determi-

----) XZ y7. /.Z --+ +---+ 4 

X .. c <x ..• x: .• x .. )= g_ (co)tS_ + g_}.; t. x . 
IJ IJ IJ IJ I IJ I k Ik kj 

(5) 

The single particle like suscebtibility ii (IJJ) (locator) 
was found to be a function of I' i , 11 i , S i , T 1 i , and 
T2 , (see the Appendix). The 3 x 3 matrix gi has only 
a non-zero third column which is equal to the vector 
g .. For the random system we have to average o P. (t) 

I I 

over all configurations for a given concentration of 
deuterium. Here we describe three approximations. 

2.1. Averaged Locator Approach (ALA) 

Using the zero order approximation in a perturbation 
sense, i.e., "gi ~ki>-=-<-gi><.\\? ,we obtain for the Fourier 
transform of <~"J .. > ,, 1] 

-4 -+ ~ -1 ~ 

X (k , w) = (1- < g . > t.., ) < g . (u,) > , 
I k I 

(6) 

The quantity < g i (uJ)> may be calculated within an extended 
molecular field approximation (cf. 1 ::l/ ), i.e, we neglect 
the structural fluctuations in the neighbgurhood of bond 
i when calculating the molecular field Hi (for j ~ i we 

replace 11 iS 
1
. by <J1. ~. > ). Then we have easily 

. J J 
<g. >= U- x )gH + x g 0, where g H is the corresponding 

l • 

locator when at the bond 1 a proton appears. 

6 

2.2. Single Site CPA (SCPA) 

In the usual CPA sense we try to find a solution 
of Eq. (5) in the form 

<; > = ; + ~ a t < x > = x " (7) 
i i i i ~c, e ik ke e i i i 

where a ij describes an effective medium and will be 
determined self,.concistently. In the single site approxi
mation it is assumed that aij is a local quantity, i.e., 

;; ij = a .... o ij • The self-consistent equation may then be 

obtained by the more phenomenological requirement 

<X .. >. = (1 - X) X II + X~ J) = ~ ~-- ' 
11 1 ll 

(8) 

where the site i is embedded in the effective medium, 
i.e., for the determination of ·x ii according to Eq. (5) 
g j (ld) lS replaced by (; for all j c/ i . The structural 
average , ... > i is taken over the two occupational states 
of the bond i . Carrying out detailed calculations accord
ing to Shiba' s approach /I ",f and performing the matrix 
operations, we have found the self consistent equation 
for the z -component of i? in the form 

0
z ((J)) = < g z(cJJ)> _ (g z (w) _a z(u,))F((JJ) (g z (uJ) _ 0 z(c,,)) , 

i II · () 
(9) 

where 
z z 

F(,d)= 1/N Lt ... /<1-a (w)t_,) = j.d1o'r, ·(c,,')lo'/0-o (lo)l,') 
... 0 ' 
k k k (10) 

and I' (ro) = L o (c" - t _,) . a'(,,,) and o Y(u,) are simple 
() ... k 

k 
functions of a'(,,). We note that the same equation for de
termination of r; ((I,) follows if one uses the multiple 
scattering approach ( cf. 119 I) where the used approxima
tion can be better estimated. 

Since the real structure of KDP systems is 
quite complicated and also a long range interac
tion exists, it is too difficult to take the sum 
over k in an exact way. For principle investigations 
one either considers one dimensional systems /20/ or 
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uses simple approximations for p
0 

(w). That means, the 
disorder effect is studied in a fictive system which has 
a simple topological structure and an approximated 
interaction,however,the ferroelectric model is conserved 
mainly. On the other hand, it can be supposed that long 
wave lenght properties like Raman scattering intensity 
are not very sensitive to structural details. In this sense 
here we use a model density of pseudo-spin states of the 
form 

P 0 (w) = 2/ rr t 
0 

(t 6 _ (d 2 ) l/ 2 • (11) 

When calculating the quantities < g 7 >, g z and g z , we 
also use the extended molecular 1 field H approxifhation 
(see Sect. 2.1) in agreement with the single site approxi
mation of the CPA. Numerical results for x (]~ , (o ) are 
discussed in Sect. 3. 

2.3. Bethe-Peierls Approach (BPA) 

To include structural fluctuations in the environment 
of the bond i we apply the improved CPA version pro
posed by Brou'ers et al. /16/ The effective locator ;; is 
here also supposed to be site diagonal and the CPA requi
rement is similar to Eq. (8). In contrast to the simple 
single site CPA x il is calculated for a nearest-neigh
bour cluster surrounded by the effective medium. Thereby, 
in a first approximation all kinds of correlations between 
the nearest-neighbours (NN) are neglected, e.g., in the 
expansion of the diagonal self-energy only the first renor
malized term is considered according to the Bethe lattice 
like approximation /16/, Therefore 5( ii depends on the 
occupation of the bond i and only on the number of 
protons or deuterons in NN bonds. Keeping the assumption 
of a noncorrelation distribution of deuterons, the confi
guration average of x .. can be written as 

II 

-> ~ Z! (1 - x) n Z-n . -> n _, n 
< )( .. > = ... ------X l\1- h) X. +- X'{ l 

11 n=O(Z-n)!n! · 11 · ]) (12) 

8 

where n denotes the number of protons in the NN sphere. 
The self-consistent equation for the z -component of 
; reads now 

z a 
N n 

~ Z!O-x) Z-n!(l-x)a (n)+ xa (n)l, .c..----x H D 
n= 0 (Z-n)! n! 

aH(n)= g~1 (n)/!1+ F(w)[az-g~(n)(-ie~H+U--i)e;H>ll, 

e 0 
= [1+ (a 2

- g 2 (n))F (i!l)] -l, 
l!H HH l 

F (w) = F((v)[Z (1 + a 2 F(uJ))]-l 
l 

(13) 

For the evaluation of g ~~ , g 'iur ( n) , and similar 
quantities (locators for the central and for an NN bond in 
the case of a certain occupation) an approximation beyond 
the homogeneous MF (see Sect. 2.1) is used. According 
to the BPA, the static expectation values of the pseudo
spins are self-consistently calculated for a special 
configuration of the considered NN cluster, where the 
effective field of the environment is structurally ~veraged 
and is homogeneous. Correlation between NN bonds are 
neglected, i.e., for an NN of bond i all other bonds, 
excluding the central bond, belong to the effective or 
structure averaged medium. Thus, e .q., g ~ n(n) de
notes g j for an NN bond occupied by a proton while 
the central bond is occupied by a deuteron, furthermore 
in this case the proton number at the NN bonds is n . 
Numerical calculations are here more extensive, how
ever, could be done without difficulties (see Sect. 3). 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Polarization and Curie Temperature 

At first we recall the MF results for the spontaneous 
polarization PT,~ 0 (x) and the Curie temperatire Tc (x) 

for a special set of the following parameters: r H; t 0 , 

kT ~ 1 
/ t 0 , kT ~J / t 0 , fLn / fL 11 , where the rela

tion 

II I ' II 
21' /tl> =tanh(---) and 

2kT 11 
(' 

n 2 
kTc /tO = 0.25{f!IJ//Lll) (14) 

holds. The direct measurable quantities T ~1 and T ,~J 
are so far well determined. According to several expe
rimental data the relation T ll 1 T 11 varies from 

(' c 

1.73 /sl and 1.741 21 1 up to 1.85 I 1 I . . The relation 
JLn/ /L 11 cannot be found directly (cf. /I 2, l.'l I )and there 
are different estimJtions - fL I' I IL H = 1. 33 I I/ and 

11. ul /L H = 1.24/21 • Here we use the experimental re
sults obtained by Frenzel et al., i.e., kT 11/t

0 
= 0.22 , n 1 ,H ,. 

kT c;to"'0.38, I /to= 0.29, and ILr/ILu ool.24 (case 1). 
The T" <x l and PT=o<xl curve for these parameters 
(Fig. 1) are compared with the theoretical case, where 
!Lui fL H "' 1 , , kT,~ 1 1t 0 = 0.15, , kT}}t 0 = 0.2.') , and 

I' 
1/t = 0.46 (case II). It is seen that the MF, including 

0 

the change of interaction due to deuteration, yields T" <xl in 
relatively good agreement with experimental data 

(see I 
11 

). Also the relation (P,r=o(l)-PT=O (O))/PT=0<0),0.47 is 

not far from the experimental value (about 0. 20 - cf /! 3/) 

in contrast to case II (1.63). 

3.2. Raman Scattering 

The intensity I ( u>) of the Raman scattering, ref-
lecting the polarization fluctuations is due to the flue-

10 
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1.0 

X 0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 

CA 
J) 

Fig. 1. Curie temperature X= T"(x)/T, (--ILn/rL 11 =1.24, 

r 1 ~·to=0.2'};-·.:...· !Lni!Ln= 1, I'
111to=0.46) and spontaneous polari

zation at T"'O X=P.r,a<x)/P.l:o (-- -ILtYILll= 1.24; ... /Lp//L H=llupon 
proton concentration CA = 1 - x . Experimental data o 
are from Ref. 14 in /1/, 

tuation-dissipation theorem related to the imaginary part 
of the complex dynamic susceptibility (cf /S/ ). Concerning 
polarization fluctuation in the z -direction we have 

w/kT w/kT zz (-> 
Hu>l-<e /(e -Ullmx k->O,w), (15) 
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where according to Eq·. (7), (9) and (13) one may write 
' 

-> 

X z z(co, k _, 0) = a z (w) / (1 - a z (w) t
0

). (16) 

Numerical results are shown in Fig. 2 (case II) and 
Fig. 3 (case I) for. T<T c. The choice of the relaxation 
times - we have distinguished between proton (T i1 , T ~) 
and deuteron relaxation ('f 1D) - is essentially arbitrary. 
T 1 influences particularly the width of the central peak 
around uJ = 0 and T 2 determines in general the width 
of the pseudo-spin wave peak (cf. Figs. 2 and 3). 

100 CA•1 II'\ 

90 
80 

ICw>
10 

'0 

10 
ItO 

&0 
to 

50 

1.0 0.8 0.(, Oil 0.2. 0.0 CA 
LtD 

30 

20 

10 

I~ ~ ~ I 

CA•Ob 

0.1 02. 03 0.14 o.s 

w 
Fig. 2. Intensity of Raman scattering I (u}) according 
to SCPA for various CA = 1-x and kT/t 0= 0.1~ . I\1 is 
the amPlitude of the pseudo-spin wave peak. r /to= 0.46 
p.

0
/p.H=1, Tr=0.002, T~=0.02, and T1D=0.02. 
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,.~ rl1 

10 

I 
20 

I(w) L I !5 

1 
15 

I Ill, I t.o 0.& 0 b Oit- 02. O.o CA 
GA•1 0 

I 
10 

5 

0.1 o.z. o.~ 04 o.s 

---------------. w 
Fig. 3. Hw) according to SCPA <--) and BPA (- --) 
tor various CA = l- x and kT/t 0 =0.2:1. IM - seeFig.2. 
r 1;t0 = 0.29, 110/11 H = 1.24 , T'V=0.02 , T ~=0.04 and 

D T 1 = 0.04. 

In agreement with experimental hints /6/ the peak 
of the pseudo-spin wave mode is shifted to higher ener
gies and the intensity rapidly decreases (Figs. 2 and 3) 
with increasing deuterium concentration. In the pure 
KDP case <x= 0) the position of this peak is proportional 
to the polarization at T < T c. The results show that also 
in the mixed system the frequency w s (x) of the pseudo
spin wave is related to the spontaneous polarization 
P (x) because this quantity shows the same concentra
tion dependence as uJ s (x) (see Figs. 1,2 and 3). 
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The falling off of the amplitude IM (x) (Figs. 2 and 
3) is caused by the elastic and also inelastic scattering 
of pseudo-spin waves at randomly distributed deuteron 
scatterers. As spin excitations at energy w - w s are 
strongly absorbed at deuteron bonds the spin wave exci
tations are also absorbed due to their collective character. 
This is the reason why at small deuterium concentrations 
I M (x) decreases so rapidly, but the width of the peak 
does not increase adequately which would be expected 
from elastic disorder scattering only. In spite of the 
possibility that for concentrations x > xcr (about the 
percolation concentration) the excitations at proton bonds 
become localized, these excitations still contribute to 
the polarization fluctuations in the z -direction as the 
molecular field does not point along the z -direction. 

The localization of these excitations may effect therefore 
only the damping, i.e., the width of the peak. However 
this effect is small since the width of the peak and the 
h_1(x) curve give no indication of any critical concentra
tions. Perhaps, xn, if it exists may be detected by 
neutron scattering experiments. In Fig. 3 we have also 
plotted the results for the BPA. The qualitative behaviour 
of H(iJ) is the same, even the quantitative corrections 
are small. The ALA yields also quantitative similar 
results, although quantitative deviations are larger, e.g., 
ALA does not show such a marked falling off at small x . 

3.3 Static Susceptibility 

In the critical region the used apfroximation ~ecollles 
important. According to the ALA, x- (Tl=xzz (<tJ-40, k _. 0) -I is 
always real and positive and zero at T=T c. However, 
the SCPA yields an instable region around T c (see 
Fig. 4), i.e., x(T,. Tc) is complex and the real part 
becomes negative. That means, the considered disorder 
scattering leads to a tendency to destroy the long range 
order as early as predicted by the MF. Working therefore 
within a self-consistent theory also for the determination 
of s. (see /18/ ) the instability in xn> could be cancell-
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ed. On the other hand, including environment effects with 
the BPA the MF-RPA solution becomes stabilized par
tially (see Fig. 4, curve x=0.2 ).Analogously to structural 
fluctuations it may be expected that also thermodyna
mical fluctuations stabilize the MF-RPA solution, This 
was confirmed by a simple approach, where a stochastic 
local field was introduced which fluctuates around the mo
lecular field according to a model distribution function. 
This field and the structural disorder were commonly 
treated within the SCPA. A reduction of the unstable 
region was found. To improve this consideration we have 
to find a self- consistent condition for construction of the 
stochastic field distribution, possibly, in a way similar 
to the lines approach /l 7/. 
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APPendix 

It is seen from Eqs. (9), (13), and (16) that only the 
z -component of If; is necessary for detailed calcu
lations. According tols/ we find the following expres
sion for g~ 

1 

xi\\ x.L 1 1 1 
D gz=sinO cosO(-- --

1 
-)lw 1 -(iw+--)sinO costl (---)1+ 

ii; iTT ii T i iTT 
l i 2i 2i l i 2i 

16 

. 2o - 1 1 sm i 
+ S ~ l w. sinO. cosO.(----)+ r. (iw+ --

1 I I I T T I T 
li 2i li 

cos 2 0. sin2 0 . 
I 1 

+ ( X. II + -----X. ) X T I T I...L 

l i 2i 

. 2 0 

cos20. 
1 

+---)! + 
T. 

·21 

1 sm . 
xlw~+(iw+--HicLl+ 1 

+ 
1 T T 

2i li 

cos 2o 
i 

T ) I' 
2i 

where 

11 
~ D _ ( . sin 2e . 
1 i - luJ + 1 

T li 

cos 2 e; 1 
+ T )( iw + T-) x 

2i 2i 

cos 2e . sin 20 . 
x (iw + __ __!_ + ---~) + 

1, 'I' 
li 2i 

+ 2w .r. 
I I 

sinO. cosO. (-
1
-- ~-) 

1 I 'I' 'T 
l i 2i 

. 2e 2o 
2 

Slll . COS . 

I~ (. 1 I ) + . lW+---+ ---- + 
1 

T li T 2i 

cos 20 i sin 20 i 
+ --- + -----) 

TI i T2i 

2 (" + (l). lW 
I 

. ')0 ') ~ ( i 1 ) (. 1 ) 
- Slll~ COSW (j -- - --- lW + -- , 

T I i T 2i T 2i 

Here we have used the abbreviations: 

and 

sine 
i 

xi\\ 

r. 
1 w . z 

, cos e . = __ !_ , w . = 11 . ~ t .. 11 . s . , 
I H. I 1 j lJ J J 

I 
H. 

I 

1 2 H; 
-- (1 - tanh <--)) 
4kT 2kT ' 

H. 
X =tanh (-

1
-) '2H 

i .l. 2kT I 
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